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Goals and questions
Airplanes have a long pre-history. 
What processes led to their 

invention and the startup 
industry? 

We have data on many categories 
of relevant items from 1809 
to 1916 that relate to the 
invention of the airplane and 
the startup industry.  There is 
vast documentation. 

• Patents  (the focus here) 
• Published articles 
• Inventors 
• Authors 
• Ballooning and aero clubs 
• Exhibitions and conferences 
• Letters of inventors / authors 
• Startup firms 

And more:  Journals, patent tech 
category, definitions of terms, 
language, country, secondary 
sources 

Each of these can have a wiki 
page 



Example:  Lilienthal patent



Data on patents

■ EPO’s Patstat / Espacenet data 
❑ Coverage back to 1910 or earlier, varying by country 

■ Data before 1910 is drawn from many sources  
❑ INPI: French  vintage patent database online 
❑ L’Aerophile 
❑ AÉRO-MANUEL 1914 
❑ Catalogue des brevets d'invention, 1880s 
❑ SUBJECT-MATTER INDEX OF PATENTS FOR INVENTION (1883) 
❑ Google patents 
❑ US Patent and Trademark Office 
❑ Brewer and Alexander, 1893, Aeronautics 
❑ Aeronautical Journal 
❑ coverage of German patents is incomplete 

■ ~13,500 aero patents to 1916



Patent counts grew over time then spiked up

Figure 3.  Patents per year related to aeronautics and aviation before the airplane industry began, using the relevance criteria in the text 



Data on historic patents is incomplete

• Missing given names 
• Ambiguous certificates of addition



Ambiguity and uncertainty in this data

• Missing given names or patent #s 
• “Paris Exhibition” in historical texts 
• “DON SIMONI” turned out to be François 

André don Simoni 
• Which patents are “relevant”?  Patent 

categories changed over time, and the 
inventive context changed — are marine 
propellers relevant?  car engines?



Patent data on the wiki



Semantic wikis

Pages in a semantic wiki record “relationships” 
between page topics to use when reporting 
on or exporting data 

Such relationships help support disambiguation 
and linking to the right record 

This one is at http://aero.referata.com 
  

http://aero.referata.com


Pages can show reports on other pages



How to make a report
The reports on patents and letters are generated automatically by a query statement 

in the underlying wikitext that will be translated to SQL and run on the database 

The report (query) is run and shown in the browser when the user loads the page.   
This query finds patents by inventor Octave Chanute 

  

{{#cargo_query:table=Patents|fields=_pageName|
where=Inventors HOLDS 'Octave Chanute’|format=ul}} 

The query would not list items that weren’t in the Patents table, or where 
Chanute’s name appeared only outside the Inventors column. 

The underlying software is MediaWiki with the extension Cargo. 



Users and pages have histories
A page has a history — a list of earlier versions and who 

changed them 
Users have histories too 
Can find problems later 
Can “audit” history



Design evolution 
Would like to relate to patents and letters in such cases

Chanute-Herring  
glider, 1896 

Wright brothers 1901-2 kites and 
gliders

➔

Hargrave’s box kites

➔

➔

Penaud’s tail

Lilienthal’s glider 

Pratt truss for bridges 

Wright 1903 powered glider



Conclusion

The wiki approach works at a basic level 
It is immature but I am optimistic 

It tracks problems of uncertain record linkage, 
does not fix them 
Historical research required 
Probabilities could be incorporated in some way 

Could be well suited to other projects with slow 
investigation of historical detail 
Notably the broader set of historical patents, also other research 

with biographies
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One would like to improve on this table:   
Most-cited early experimenters published and patented

Experimenter Location 
(home)

Page 
counts, 

Chanute (1894)

Publication 
counts, Brockett 

(1910)

Patent 
counts

Maxim       Britain (US) 33 25+ 11

Lilienthal Germany 31 50+ 15

Pénaud France 22 12 2

Mouillard Algeria, Egypt (Fr) 21 6 1

Hargrave Australia (Br) 19 25+ 0

Moy Britain 19 10 9

Le Bris France 17 0 1

Langley U.S. 16 40+ 0

Wenham Britain 15 10+ 1

Phillips Britain 14 3 4

Chanute U.S. (France) * 50+ 5



Extra slides
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As proportion of aero patents, wings/airfoils/airplanes 
take over from other ways of lift and flight
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Other themes and topics of patents

Military low:  not clearly distinguished, not mainly aeronautic, and furthermore 
patents make information public which is not helpful for military intent



Conclusions
Three big phases of patenting 

❑ Scientific / hobbyist “open source” period to 1906 -- growth 
❑ Startup industry period to 1914 -- boom 
❑ Decline into World War I period 

Burst of patents across aeronautic/aviation topics starting in 1907 
Publications, clubs, and exhibitions boom then too 

Technology topics focuses on airfoil/fixed-wings especially 
Inflow of companies and interest in that topic, not mainly change in focus 
Military interest important for business but not as visible in patents 

  


